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Law of 30 November 1875), no Deputy could be elected on the
first ballot unless he had gained a clear majority of the votes
registered, and also at least one quarter of the voters registered.
If the candidate at the head of the poll failed to qualify on
either of these grounds, a second ballot was held over a week
later, when a simple majority sufficed. This device made poss-
ible in the interval a process of compromise and party bargain-
ing, which in England normally precedes the poll. But it
opened the door to considerable possibilities of bribery.
The issue of scrutin uninominal versus scrutin de lisle, so much
debated during the formulation of the Constitution, was in
1875 decided in favour of the former. But the Liberal Republi-
cans, the Bonapartists and some Radicals argued for the alter-
native arrangement of making the departement the unit of voting
rather than the single-member constituency, on the grounds
that scrutin de liste—collective voting of all arrondissements in one
departement for a party-list of candidates—would give the
Deputy greater independence, and help to eliminate the
pressure of the sous-prefet in the small unit of the arrondissement.
Opinions were very divided on the issue, because the lessons
which could be drawn from previous experience were con-
flicting, and the balance of considerations of expediency was
subtle. The method of scrutin de liste was tried between 1885 and
1889, and again between 1919 and 1927: no clearer decision
was reached even after both experiments. It freed the Deputy
from constituency control but put him more at the mercy of
the party organization which drew up the list: and the risks of
administrative pressure on elections diminished anyhow, for
different reasons.
Apart from these minor adjustments in details, the whole
working of this democratic machinery was radically changed
by the course of events. President, Senate and Chamber evolved
differently from the intentions of the men of 1875. In 1877
President Macmahon used his constitutional power to dissolve
the Chamber, and went to the country using every sort of in-
fluence and pressure to produce a congenial Conservative
majority in the Chamber. The elections produced a large Re-
publican and Radical majority, and dramatic demonstration

